C 29 H17CoN 3 O5, monoclinic, P21 (no. 4), a = 7.7751(6) Å,
Experimental details
Absorption corrections were applied by using multi-scan program. The structure was refined based on F 2 with the SHELXL
[2] software package. Hydrogen atoms attached to C of the title complex located in difference electron density maps, and treated as riding atoms. The U iso values of the hydrogen atoms were set to 1.2Ueq(C).
Comment
The construction of inorganic-organic coordination polymers has attracted great attention due to their intriguing architectures [3] [4] [5] [6] . Multicarboxylate ligands are excellent candidates, and various coordination polymers based on them have been reported [7] . A rich variety of coordination modes with multicarboxylic groups can be formed and can help to form hydrogen bonding, which extend to high-dimensions. X-ray crystallography analyses reveal that the title complex shows three-dimensional framework linked through hydrogen bonding interactions. 
